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Upgrading your shocks imparts a miscellany of advantages, ranging from better vehicle
stability, to improved control, and in some cases, a smoother ride and a working set of shocks
propitiously lessens the wear on your suspension, wheels and tires. The shocks on your Acura
are formulated for improved drivability, control, and vehicle stability, but these conditions are
terrain-dependent. KONI, the preeminent manufacturer of performance shocks in the world
knows this and as a result developed a potpourri of shocks to meet your needs whether it be
everyday driving or in situations requiring greater impact dampening - such as racing or off
road driving. There are three choices for your Acura: the Street Orange Shock is totally new and
is individually tailored and engineered to give your car that KONI sports feel with improved
handling and less roll; the Sport Yellow Shock serves Sporting Drivers focusing on road
holding and handling, h a reasonable level of driving comfort and usable with spring kits to
lower a vehicle up to 35mm; and the FSD Gold shock absorbers; a smart suspension system
adjusting automatically to road conditions as well as driving style. Learn which KONI shock is
ideal for your model Acura and driving style by using the drop down lists on our web site. A
slipping, sticking or stiff clutch in your Acura or a slipping in your drag vehicle may mean it is
time for a change to a Performance Clutch by the inimitable SPEC. Since performance clutches
typically involve heavier springs and different disc materials they result in a clutch with more
clamping force, meaning more torque can be transmitted without the clutch slipping, and the
clutch will be much more likely to grab under aggressive shifting or clutch dumping - perfect for
racing and off-road. Because SPEC billet flywheels are manufactured to. Quicker revs, more
horsepower and increased engine reliability are a result of installing stock appearing aluminum
pressure plates. Aftermarket performance exhausts create a quicker, more efficient path for
exhaust gases to escape meaning your engine "breathes" better, so spent fuel and air exit the
combustion chambers faster thus more fuel and air can be burned to create more power. The
interior of a car that is parked outdoors on a hot sunny day can become unbearable making it
almost impossible to enter it and those unpleasant and harmful Ultraviolet rays from the sun
come in to ruin your dash. Get even more protection with All-Weather Floor Mats to protect your
beautiful carpeting whether at the beach or in the snow or just a dirty road. Originating in the
work force at Late Model Performance has maintained a noteworthy high level of customer
service and has made available a multifarious selection of new performance automotive parts
and appurtenances represented by some of the preeminent names in the automotive
performance parts industry. The vehicles represented range from to the present date and our
inventory is tremendous and is continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an
incomparable number and multiplicity of parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star
service is an additional reason to shop at Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance
looked like in Privacy Policy. Includes down payment with no security deposit. Excludes taxes,
titles and either dealer fees or documentary service fee. For well-qualified lessees. For
well-qualified buyers. The all-new TLX leads the way in pushing the limits of performance, tech,
and design. Watch the video to learn more. Dynamic styling meets sport-tuned handling
through a double-wishbone front suspension and a redesigned, stiffer chassis. From the low,
wide stance to the pronounced rear fenders, the athletic design heavily influenced by the Acura
Precision Concept gives the TLX an unmistakable presence on every road. Make a statement
with more aggressive black gloss accents and rear spoiler on the A-Spec package. Cut through
the corners with machine-finished two-tone in alloy wheels available on the Advance package.
All rights reserved. Wireless charging available in the all-new TLX. Get the most out of every
road with four selectable drive modes, including a new Individual mode with the Integrated
Dynamic System that allows a customized and personal driving experience. Real materials like
open-pore wood and real metal trim accents available on the completely redesigned TLX. Switch
lanes confidently with available blind spot information system. The available NSX-inspired,
leather wrapped, flat-bottom steering wheel amplifies the thrill of connecting to the road. An
elevated cabin accented with authentic materials like available open-pore wood for an
ultra-refined touch. A high-tech 7-in color Multi-Informational Display is intuitively paired with
elegantly crafted analog speedometer and tachometer gauges to retain the racing essence while
keeping you dialed into the road. Experience the precision craftmanship of the leather-trimmed
interior in the all-new TLX. Introducing the most powerful Type S sedan ever. A totally
redesigned body houses an all-new turbo V-6 that delivers estimated HP and lb-ft of torque.
Experience enhanced performance with in wheels, bigger front brakes, and exclusive Type S
design elements, including a front splitter, rear diffuser, rear decklid spoiler, and large quad
exhaust outlets that harken back to the TL Type S. Acura Genuine Accessories enhance the
look and feel of your TLX with underbody and decklid spoilers, heated flat-bottom sport steering

wheel, inch wheels, and more. Sign up to get the latest Acura TLX news and info. Your location
will be used to find dealers, inventory, and offers in your area. We were unable to retrieve your
location, please enter your ZIP code. Acura vehicle accessory costs, labor and installation vary.
Dealers set their own prices. Please consult your selected dealer. Certified Pre-Owneds.
Finance Helpful Links. Get this offer. A Knockout Drive. Thumb 1. Thumb 2. Thumb 3. Thumb 4.
Thumb 5. Thumb 6. Thumb 7. Thumb 8. Thumb 9. Thumb A-Spec Package shown. The TLX
houses a potent 2. The turbocharged engine is paired with a quick-shifting speed automatic
transmission for optimal performance. Tailor your driving experience with the turn of a dial.
Choose from four unique modes, including a new Individual mode with personalized settings.
Push the Acura logo at the center of the drive mode dial to unlock your preferred custom
settings for the throttle, steering, transmission, available Adaptive Dampers and more. Intuitive
tech that makes connectivity even easier, with a touchpad that uses absolute positioning to
orient you on the Acura Navigation System. Use the Voice Recognition System to easily find
destinations and get directions. The service is available at no cost for three years after
purchase whereupon it will continue to be available on a subscription basis. Blind spot
information system. Your TLX uses the blind spot information system 20 to help you detect
vehicles in the alert zone of adjacent lanes. A-Spec Design. From the black decklid spoiler and
rear bumper trim to the Premium Full-Grain Milano Leather seats and NSX-inspired flat-bottom
sport steering wheel, the A-Spec has next level sport styling. Exclusive Red Interior.
Surround-View Camera. This system gives you an unparalleled vantage point while parking.
With four exterior cameras to provide a clear overhead view, the Surround-View Camera helps
you to see blind spots and obstacles all around the TLX. Head-Up Display. Your way
power-adjustable seats offer you precision electronic control, lavish comfort, and fast warm-up
with three heat and ventilation settings for front seats and heated outboard rear seats. TYPE S.
A Personal Statement Acura Genuine Accessories enhance the look and feel of your TLX with
underbody and decklid spoilers, heated flat-bottom sport steering wheel, inch wheels, and
more. First Name First Name. Last Name Last Name. I'd also like to receive Acura news and
information. You've got to buy a vehicle that will perform flawlessly for all your needs and you
can trust in a real Acura. When an issue comes up or a part ought to be fixed, don't economize
with a second-rate component. That Acura TL is worth the correct car parts to run at the highest
efficiency. Elegant sedans like your well-appointed Acura TL were intended to be used with care
and also given needed maintenance. A quality Acura car is a delight to drive and has the power
to extract continual intrigue and fascination. Acura is famous for developing performance cars
that provide dependability and smooth handling. To preserve the comfort and luxury you
selected with your Acura TL, it's critical to use only the most reliable new OEM car parts.
Indulge yourself in elegance, high-quality and attractive style with the aid of an enduring Acura
car. For drivers who place high importance on long lasting service life and solid construction,
Acura is the vehicle of choice. Acura possesses a history of jaunty styling that really turns
heads, and that styling is backed-up by fuel-efficient power. No matter if you race or just enjoy
driving a performance vehicle, top quality OEM and aftermarket parts are critical. You chose a
high-performance car or truck because it had superb power and performance, back up your
decision by using high quality new parts and accessories. Usually a clutch is a resilient system,
with use the mechanisms can become worn and will require repair. Acura TL Clutches enable
the vehicle's transmission to change gears by temporarily uncoupling the car or truck's
transmission from its engine. Your Acura TL Clutch is a key element of your transmission
system allowing your current gear to be released from your car's driveshaft so that a different
larger or lower gear to be applied. The Acura TL Clutch switches gears utilizing the engine's
flywheel and friction discs; if the clutch pedal is engaged, the flywheel and clutch plate
separate, uncoupling the vehicle's motor from the wheels and allowing it to turn free. In cars
that use an automatic transmission, an Acura TL Clutch is built into your transmission system,
however manual transmissions call for the motorist to operate a clutch themselves, normally by
using the pedal by your brake pedal. Searching for a reliable source for reliable parts often feels
like trying to find a needle in a haystack, but it really doesn't need to. We here at PartsGeek.
They are available for the following Acura TL years: , , , , , , , , , 13, 12, 11, 10, 08, 07, 06, 05, I
really love the overall competitive prices Geek Part has to offer. Paid half of what I would end up
payingat a local store. I was skeptical as I never ordered auto parts online before. I ordered a
Clutch Kit and Flywheel for my 05 Acura TL, parts were by far the most reasonable and arrived
within two days of the order being placed. Had the parts installed over 2 months ago, no
complaints. I am very satisfied with the entire experience. I'm now a Believer! PartsGeek from
hereon out. Highly recommend fast shipping good quality on part fast and secure I would keep
buying more parts from here. Thumbs up!! Thanks my Acura TL is running perfect. Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30

days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer
service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always
has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. LUK Clutch Kit. Features: OE Quality Replacement. Product SKU: W Product Note: OE
Replacement - Pressue plate and clutch disc only; the release bearing is not included order
separately. Detailed Note: 6-piece kit pressure plate, clutch disc, release bearing, pilot bearing,
alignment tool, and packet of spline grease. Product Note: Pressue plate and clutch disc only;
the release bearing is not included order separately. Product SKU: The engine of your car and
the transmission are connected by a shaft, which in turn delivers power to the axles and wheels.
It can do so between a shaft and driving mechanism as well. When shifting gears, it's necessary
to disengage the clutch so power doesn't get from the engine to the wheels. If a clutch
malfunctions, a lot of bad things can happen, which will warrant replacement. Signs There's a
Problem with the Clutch The clutch has several parts. The flywheel is directly attached to the
crankshaft. It spins with each motion of the engine. A spring-loaded pressure plate is bolted to
the flywheel, and holds the entire assembly in one piece. It also releases tension when needed,
so that the assembly can rotate. Between these major parts is the clutch disc. It has surfaces,
similar to brake pads, which touch the flywheel and pressure plate. If these parts don't work in
unison, you will be considering the Acura TL clutch replacement cost. An issue with the clutch
system will make itself heard as a growling noise during idling. The clutch pedal can feel stiff,
especially if the cable is jammed or stuck, or it might sink down to the floor if the cable snaps. It
will then be disconnected from the clutch and have no resistance. If the transmission pops out
of gear, it can be a bad clutch. You might be able to put the clutch back in gear, but if you keep
losing gear, it's impossible to drive the vehicle. A Acura TL 6 speed clutch takes the typical two
to four hours to install. That is if an experienced shop mechanic does the work, and the
transmission has already been removed. It can take even longer to replace the clutch in a front
wheel drive vehicle. If you're experiencing Acura TL clutch problems, the cost of replacement
varies based on the cost of the part, labor, and other fees. It varies by location too. Great
variability in costs from parts suppliers means both unpredictability and a chance to shop
around. Many supply kits that include, for example, the Acura TL clutch flywheel. You can find
complete kits with clutch discs, flywheels, bearings, and more for lower prices than you'll find
anywhere else. All automotive parts and accessories are sold exclusively via an online catalog,
reducing overhead and letting us pass on the savings to customers. Getting your Acura TL
going again can be a less costly proposition, and you may gain many more years of driving.
Read more reviews. I havent ordered the clutch kit yet i hope it lines up right and comes with
the alignment tool. This part was shipped extremely fast and once installed has worked
perfectly fine. Good product. Catalog: E. Vehicle Acura TL. Catalog: B. Catalog: A. Vehicle
Engine Acura TL. Catalog: P. Catalog: N. Pay Monthly Over Time with. T29EAZ ; Fidanza Acura
Integra 1. Competition Clutch Stage 1. T Street Orange Shock; Rear; Invidia Integra Test-Pipe;
Clutch Masters Acura Integra - 4 Cyl 1. Upgrading your shocks imparts a miscellany of
advantages, ranging from better vehicle stability, to improved control, and in some cases, a
smoother ride and a working set of shocks propitiously lessens the wear on your suspension,
wheels and tires. The shocks on your Acura are formulated for improved drivability, control, and
vehicle stability, but these conditions are terrain-dependent. KONI, the preeminent manufacturer
of performance shocks in the world knows this and as a result developed a potpourri of shocks
to meet your needs whether it be everyday driving or in situations requiring greater impact
dampening - such as racing or off road driving. There are three choices for your Acura: the
Street Orange Shock is totally new and is individually tailored and engineered to give your car
that KONI sports feel with improved handling and less roll; the Sport Yellow Shock serves
Sporting Drivers focusing on road holding and handling, h a reasonable level of driving comfort
and usable with spring kits to lower a vehicle up to 35mm; and the FSD Gold shock absorbers; a
smart suspension system adjusting automatically to road conditions as well as driving style.
Learn which KONI shock is ideal for your model Acura and driving style by using the drop down
lists on our web site. A slipping, sticking or stiff clutch in your Acura or a slipping in your drag
vehicle may mean it is time for a change to a Performance Clutch by the inimitable SPEC. Since
performance clutches typically involve heavier springs and different disc materials they result
in a clutch with more clamping force, meaning more torque can be transmitted without the
clutch slipping, and the clutch will be much more likely to grab under aggressive shifting or
clutch dumping - perfect for racing and off-road. Because SPEC billet flywheels are
manufactured to. Quicker revs, more horsepower and increased engine reliability are a result of
installing stock appearing aluminum pressure plates. Aftermarket performance exhausts create
a quicker, more efficient path for exhaust gases to escape meaning your engine "breathes"
better, so spent fuel and air exit the combustion chambers faster thus more fuel and air can be

burned to create more power. The interior of a car that is park
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ed outdoors on a hot sunny day can become unbearable making it almost impossible to enter it
and those unpleasant and harmful Ultraviolet rays from the sun come in to ruin your dash. Get
even more protection with All-Weather Floor Mats to protect your beautiful carpeting whether at
the beach or in the snow or just a dirty road. Originating in the work force at Late Model
Performance has maintained a noteworthy high level of customer service and has made
available a multifarious selection of new performance automotive parts and appurtenances
represented by some of the preeminent names in the automotive performance parts industry.
The vehicles represented range from to the present date and our inventory is tremendous and is
continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an incomparable number and multiplicity of
parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star service is an additional reason to shop at
Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance looked like in Privacy Policy.

